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hata Romano is an International Image Consultancy that proudly empowers women and
men through Personal Consultations, Workshops and the Makeover Experience. Through
these various services, clients are introduced to The Complete Image Solution®, a unique
global system that provides individuals with their correct colours and styles for hair, makeup
and clothing. The Chata Romano range of services are ideal for both the corporate and individual market. View a complete list of services on www.chataromano.com
www.chataromano.com

A Style Consultation or Makeover Day with Willene brings out her client’s true personalities and
she really listens to their stories. “I truly enjoy helping clients blossom once again as the confident and successful business women. They can now spend their precious time balancing home
and work life whilst always looking fabulous without too much effort”.
For more information or bookings contact: willene@chataromano.com or 082 451 1959 and like
our page www.facebook.com/willene.sieberhagen
Willene Sieberhagen is not only a senior image consultant, but also a mom to her son,
19-month old Luke. “I finally completely
understand and appreciate what being a
parent is all about: Absolutely NO TIME OUT

for Mommy!” The most shared sentiment
amongst mothers of young children, are simply that they don’t have the time to blow dry
their hair, apply make-up and dress properly
as their time is no longer their own.

EXECUTIVE MOMMY MAKEOVER
Amanda 37 Project Manager

Makeover client, Amanda learned this together
with hair style and make-up tips to ensure that she
was ready for the rushed working mother routine
(after giving birth to a beautiful baby girl and being
at home for 6 months). She felt somewhat “wilted
“and wanted a makeover in order to feel fresh and
rejuvenated for her return to the corporate world.

Looking and feeling your best does not have to
require extra time. You either put on the wrong, unflattering pair of pants or the right, shape enhancing
style – the time frame is completely the same.
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LOCUM LIFESTYLE

Amanda has always had long hair, pinned up in a
bun, most of the time.
While taking care of her family, running the
household and building a career, she needed a
style that was easy to manage, yet stylish without
“making me look like an old lady”. Pixie hairstyles
capture the essence of feminine beauty by
framing the cheekbones, highlighting the eyes and
elongating the neck. It’s a look that combines both
effortlessness and chic – the perfect cut for her oval
face shape and balanced neck, taking only minutes
to dry and style.
A further asset is Amanda’s great skin. Four quick &
easy make-up must-have products were identified:
Foundation: Only apply where needed, i.e. around
the nose and chin area to even out skin tone
Mascara: Apply a few layers to open up the eyes
Bronzer: Draw the shape of the number 3 by
starting from the outer edge of the eyebrow,
curving under the cheekbone, tracing along the ear
to once again curve along the jawline. By using a big
puffy brush, it creates a lovely sun-kissed shadow
and compliments her new hairstyle.
Lips: Use a lip liner to outline the lip for a fuller look

and colour for a longer lasting finish. A lovely red
brown shade complements Amanda’s Medium™
skin tone.
Smart jackets and blouses that rouche or drape
across the tummy were chosen to conceal the little
baby weight that was sure to drop once she got
back to her work routine.
Amanda’s feedback after the makeover experience:
“I look and feel amazing, ready to take on the
corporate world once again and be a proud mommy
at the same time.”
CREDITS
Hairdresser & Makeup Artist Salomé Zietsman from
BRUSH (021-914 1178) using Davines hair colour
range in warm brown and copper for highlights
Foundation & Primer from Mac; Powder & Bronzer
from Estée Lauder; Eye shadow & Eyeliner from
Mac; Mascara from Maybelline; Lip liner from
Clinique
Clothing from Zara & Foschini
Photography by Nadia Naudé (www.nnphoto.co.za
or 072 136 7003)
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